
About The Author
You would probably like T.H. Patten if you met him. He is a Seattle based writer of various things—short
stories, poems, letters of apology. He graduated from the best university he could afford and holds a B.A. in 
English-Creative Writing.

He has made his living as a waiter, construction worker, cavalry scout, commercial fisherman, and three or
four more characters from the Village People (except the Indian chief).

The author likes rockabilly, real Caribbean Ska from the 50s and Anguillian rice and peas. He stays sleepy
until about 2 p.m. unless he’s had two cups of coffee with lots of cream and sweetener and he wouldn’t
ask you to get him some but it looked like you were getting some for yourself.

NGUILL A
A SHORTER SLEEVED WAY OF LIFE

“Finally, someone has captured Anguilla without her makeup on.”
– Local guy sitting at the bar at Johnnos

“This is an excellent book. In fact, if this book is not inducted into the Smithsonian, something is terribly wrong
with the world. I cannot stop reading it. And the design, don’t even get me started on the design.Magnificent!”

– Steve Stanczyk, Impartial Art Director

Marketing
Book release party at The Pumphouse, Anguilla B.W.I. December 30, 2004; multiple direct mailings using
island visitor database; consumer and trade magazine print ads. Other targeted marketing.

Forget everything you know about Caribbean 
guidebooks because this isn’t one of them! 

Join a well-meaning but hapless vacationer on a trip to an island of breathtaking beaches, rich history, and
sumptuous resorts and restaurants. Anguilla, a Shorter Sleeved Way of Life covers the wanderings, discoveries and
perceptions of a first-time visitor to the island. Extraordinarily rich in photographs and incidents, goats and toasts,
palms and fronds, this book is one part guidebook, one part travelogue, and quite a few parts fuzzy recollection.

Thank heaven there are so many pictures.

Anguilla, a Shorter Sleeved Way of Life captures famous and lesser-known sights; friendly places to eat, sleep,
wander or just to sit quietly and contemplate the miracles of life.And all almost entirely by accident.

America's most inept visitor to the Caribbean is ready to lead you off the beaten path and on to an even smaller
path that he swore was going to lead to a beach but after a while you get to the point where you should just
turn around and go back.

It’s going to be beautiful, you’ll see.
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T.H. Patten

You would probably like the author
if you met him. T.H. Patten is a
Seattle based writer of various
things—short stories, poems,
letters of apology. He graduated
from the best university he could
afford and holds a B.A. in
English-Creative Writing.

He has made his living as a waiter,
construction worker, cavalry scout,
commercial fisherman, and three
or four more characters from
the Village People (except the
Indian chief).

The author likes rockabilly, real
Caribbean Ska from the 50s and
Anguillian rice and peas. He stays
sleepy until about 2 pm unless
he’s had two cups of coffee with
lots of cream and sweetener and
he wouldn’t ask you to get him
some but it looked like you were
getting some for yourself.

Forget everything you know about Caribbean 
guidebooks because this isn’t one of them! 

Join a well-meaning but hapless vacationer on a trip to an island of breathtaking beaches, rich history,
and sumptuous resorts and restaurants. Anguilla, a Shorter Sleeved Way of Life covers the wanderings,
discoveries and perceptions of a first time visitor to the island. Extraordinarily rich in photographs
and incidents, goats and toasts, palms and fronds, this book is one part guidebook, one part
travelogue, and quite a few parts fuzzy recollection.

Thank heaven there are so many pictures.

Anguilla,a Shorter SleevedWay of Life captures famous and lesser-known sights; friendly places to eat, sleep,
wander or just to sit quietly and contemplate the miracles of life.And all almost entirely by accident.

America's most inept visitor to the Caribbean is ready to lead you off the beaten path and on to an
even smaller path that he swore was going to lead to a beach but after a while you get to the point
where you should just turn around and go back.

It’s going to be beautiful, you’ll see.

Forget everything you know
about Caribbean guidebooks
because this isn’t one of them! 

Join a well meaning but hapless vacationer
on a trip to an island of breathtaking
beaches, rich history, and sumptuous
resorts and restaurants. Anguilla,A Shorter
Sleeved Way Of Life covers the wanderings,
discoveries and perceptions of a first
time visitor to the island. Extraordinarily
rich in photographs and incidents, goats
and toasts, palms and fronds, this book is
one part guidebook, one part travelogue,
and quite a few parts fuzzy recollection.

Thank heaven there are so many pictures!

Anguilla, A Shorter Sleeved Way Of Life
captures famous and lesser-known sights;
friendly places to eat, sleep, wander or just
to sit quietly and contemplate the miracles
of life.And all almost entirely by accident.

America's most hapless visitor to the
Caribbean is ready to lead you off the
beaten path and on to an even smaller
path that he swore was going to lead to
a beach but after a while you get to the
point where you should just turn
around and go back.

It’s going to be beautiful, you’ll see.
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